
How to make
Papercraft Akatsuki

！！Notice！！
Making this papercraft (Origami) is a little bit difficult.
So, if you can't finish making it at your first challenge,

please don't mind and try once again!

- Recommended paper property
   - size: square (more than 5.9 inches on a side)
   - thickness: thin
   - color: gold, yellow or black
- Expected time to completion: about 45 minutes

Legend symbols for figures

Face (colored) side.

Back (not-colored)
side.

Pointing arrow .

Turn over.

Rotate the paper.

Change the view point 
from the next panel.

Folded line.

Valley-fold, fold in front.

Mountain-fold, fold behind.

Hidden line.

Fold behind.

Fold in front.

Fold and unfold (crease)

Pick and pull.

Squash the destination 
of the arrow.

Zoom-in.

Zoom-out.

In these "how to make Papercraft Akatsuki", some symbols are used 
to understand how to fold the paper for you. 

Read this legend, and prepare to make Akatsuki !



 

 

                            Let’s start Origami → 



Fold in half.  

②①

Fold in half only the front 
paper.

③

④

⑤

Turn over.

⑥ ⑦
⑧

⑨

⑩

⑪
Rotate by
90 degrees.

Repeat①～⑧steps 
on this side.

Unfold.

Fold and unfold 
diagonally.



⑮

⑳

Fold with these folded lines as 
pinching the four corners.

Lay the four corners 
to opposite side.

Fold with these folded lines. Half way.

⑫

Lay the four corners.

⑬

⑭

⑯⑱

⑲

⑰

Pull one corner front.

Squash the corner.Fold and unfold.

Repeate ⑮～⑲steps
on the other three corners.

Pinch and pull upside.

Put this triangle inside.



Pull one corner front. Squash the corner with your 

finger into black-arrow-pointed 

pocket.

Do ㉑～㉓steps on 
the other three 
corners.

Pinch and raise the right-
front and left-back wings

Fold to pull 
rightward.

Do ㉖step
on the back 

Pinch one layer 
and pull down. 

Put the right triangle into the 
black-arrow-pointed pocket.

Taper the arm
(not necessary)

Fold the 
back side.

Repeate ㉖～
㉛steps on the 
left wing.

㉔

㉑ ㉒

㉕

㉓

㉖
㉗ ㉘

㉙㉚

㉛

㉜



㉝ ㉞

㉟

㊲ ㊳
㊴ ㊵

㊶
㊷

Fold only the front side.
Fold the opposit side.

Valley-fold on two 
corners.

Fold the opposite 
side 

Fold and unfold. Fold and unfold. Fold behind. Fold and unfold.

Repeat ㊲～㊵steps 
on the back side.

Fold only the front side layer.

Pull the front pocket and 
fold with these folded lines 
as making a box.

Do ㊷～㊸step on 
the under side.

Finish.
Fix the shape 
referring to the 
pictures. 

㊱

㊸
㊹ ㊺

Designed by AKIBAVenus Climate Orbiter AKATSUKI
http://akatsuki.isas.jaxa.jp/en/


